Abstract. Many organisms are patchily distributed, with some patches occupied at high density, others at lower densities, and others not occupied. Estimation of overall abundance can be difficult and is inefficient via intensive approaches such as capture-mark-recapture (CMR) or distance sampling. We propose a two-phase sampling scheme and model in a Bayesian framework to estimate abundance for patchily distributed populations. In the first phase, occupancy is estimated by binomial detection samples taken on all selected sites, where selection may be of all sites available, or a random sample of sites. Detection can be by visual surveys, detection of sign, physical captures, or other approach. At the second phase, if a detection threshold is achieved, CMR or other intensive sampling is conducted via standard procedures (grids or webs) to estimate abundance. Detection and CMR data are then used in a joint likelihood to model probability of detection in the occupancy sample via an abundancedetection model. CMR modeling is used to estimate abundance for the abundance-detection relationship, which in turn is used to predict abundance at the remaining sites, where only detection data are collected. We present a full Bayesian modeling treatment of this problem, in which posterior inference on abundance and other parameters (detection, capture probability) is obtained under a variety of assumptions about spatial and individual sources of heterogeneity. We apply the approach to abundance estimation for two species of voles (Microtus spp.) in Montana, USA. We also use a simulation study to evaluate the frequentist properties of our procedure given known patterns in abundance and detection among sites as well as design criteria. For most population characteristics and designs considered, bias and mean-square error (MSE) were low, and coverage of true parameter values by Bayesian credibility intervals was near nominal. Our two-phase, adaptive approach allows efficient estimation of abundance of rare and patchily distributed species and is particularly appropriate when sampling in all patches is impossible, but a global estimate of abundance is required.
INTRODUCTION
Abundance is a central driver of many ecological processes, and estimating abundance is a common problem in ecological statistics. Accurate estimates of abundance lead to better understanding of competition, density dependence, and species range patterns, among other processes. Additionally, estimating abundance for rare organisms has become an important goal given the increasing effects humans have on their environment (Thompson 2004) . Thus, obtaining accurate estimates of abundance remains an important task for ecologists in general, with crucial consequences for endangered species.
Problems associated with estimating abundance of rare species over large areas are well-documented (Thompson 2004) . The essential problem involves patchily distributed organisms, with some patches occupied at high density, others at lower densities, and still others not at all. Estimation of abundance for the total population in all patches can be difficult. It is certainly inefficient to exert equal amounts of sampling effort (e.g., via capture-mark-recapture [CMR] ) in all patches. Other approaches for sampling rare species have been proposed including adaptive sampling (Thompson 1992 , Manly et al. 2002a , Manly 2004 order to incorporate a larger spatial extent (MacKenzie et al. 2002 (MacKenzie et al. , 2006 , unequal probability sampling combined with resource selection functions (Manly et al. 2002b , McDonald 2004 , and line-transect designs (Becker et al. 2004 ). The approach proposed here can incorporate all of these while providing rigorous estimates of both patch occupancy and abundance.
The sampling design we propose has two steps. In the first step, occupancy sampling (MacKenzie et al. 2006) occurs and in the second, a subset of those patches found to be occupied is sampled for abundance. Thus, we propose a form of two-phase sampling (Cochran 1977 , Thompson 1992 to estimate both occupancy and abundance. A similar method has recently been proposed (Royle et al. 2007 ), but ours differs because its two-phase nature allows for unequal probability of selection among sample patches and thus the ability to sample larger spatial extent at lower cost. This method will have broad application for ecological sampling but is especially well suited to organisms that are low in abundance, patchily distributed, and that can be sampled intensively (i.e., marked and recaptured or resighted on multiple occasions), such as Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis), Alabama beach mouse (Peromyscus poliotonus ammobates), northern leopard frog (Lithobates pipians), gold striped gecko (Hoplodactylus chrysosireticus), and Mead's milkweed (Asclepias meadii).
Sampling overview
Simple occupancy models assume that detection probabilities are homogeneous among sites. Heterogeneity in detection may be accommodated by finite and continuous mixture distributions (MacKenzie et al. 2006 , Royle 2006 or by modeling detection probability as a function of site-specific abundance (Royle and Nichols 2003 , MacKenzie et al. 2006 , Royle 2006 . In the latter case, under certain (e.g., Poisson) assumptions about the spatial distribution of animals, estimates of abundance may be derived, but in general these models treat abundance as random effect, possibly modeled as a function of covariates (Royle 2006, Royle and Nichols 2003) . Presumably, if abundance were independently observable at a sample of sites, it would be possible to use abundance values directly as a covariate in abundance-detection models, and thereby to predict abundance in the remaining sites.
Here we propose a sampling scheme and model in which two-phase sampling is employed in a Bayesian framework to estimate abundance for patchily distributed populations. In the first phase, occupancy is estimated via k binomial detection samples on each of m sites, resulting in y i ¼ 0, 1, 2, . . . , k i detections per site. Initially we assume that m ¼ M (the total number of sites available). This phase allows estimation of rates of occupancy and numbers of patches occupied, taking into account possibly heterogeneous probability of detection via k detection samples per patch, from which are recorded the number of samples y for which a detection of .0 animals occurs. Detection can be by visual surveys, detection of sign, physical captures, or other approach. The only requirements being (1) positive determination of a detection, and (2) the k samples are independent, Bernoulli trials (e.g., over time or among independent observers).
At the second phase, if a detection threshold (s) is achieved (y i . s) capture-mark-recapture (CMR) sampling is conducted via standard procedures (e.g., a 100 3 100 m trapping grid) for t sampling occasions, and typical closed-population CMR models (Otis et al. 1978 , Williams et al. 2002 are used to estimate site-specific abundance, N i . For example, s ¼ 0 indicates that only one detection would trigger CMR sampling. The detection and CMR data are then used in a joint likelihood to model probability of detection in the occupancy sample via an abundance-detection model. The CMR model is then used to estimate abundance at the m 1 sites where CMR sampling is conducted and to estimate the abundance-detection relationship. Finally, the abundance-detection model is used to predict abundance at the remaining m 1 À m sites.
Sampling design
For the first phase of sampling we take k i detection samples on each of i ¼ 1, . . . m study sites, where initially we assume that the m ¼ M constitute the set of all possible habitat patches that potentially are occupied by the population. We later generalize this to allow for probability sampling of m , M. Detections may be via any method; methods for small mammals include trapping, searches for tracks, scat, or other sign, or detection via tracking tubes. In each of the j ¼ 1, . . . k i detection samples at site i we record x ij ¼ 1 if one or more animals are detected, and x ij ¼ 0 otherwise, and summarize the outcomes as
At the second phase, on each of the m 1 sites for which a detection threshold y i . s is achieved, we conduct intensive sampling (e.g., CMR sampling) in order to estimate abundance. The CMR samples are taken over l ¼ 1, . . . t i capture occasions, and we record the resulting capture histories X i . For convenience, but without loss of generality, we assume that detection and CMR sampling have equal effort across sites (i.e., k i ¼ k; t i ¼ t). Initially we assume that CMR samples are taken at all sites for which any detections occur (s ¼ 0). Later we generalize the procedure to allow for higher detection thresholds (s k) and for probability sampling of sites achieving a specified threshold.
Statistical model
The statistical model is based on the joint distribution of the detection data fy i g, i ¼ 1, . . . , n and the capture histories X j on the j ¼ 1, . . . m 1 sites for which, initially, y i . 0 (s ¼ 0). We model the processes leading to the detection and the capture histories as conditionally independent:
where d i is the probability of detection on the occupancy samples, p i is a vector of probability of capture in the CMR samples at site i, and the notation [Y j X ] is used to denote the unspecified probability density function for the random variable Y conditional on X. The first component of this product is equivalent to a zeroinflated binomial model allowing for heterogeneous probability of detection (MacKenzie et al. 2006) . Following Royle and Nichols (2003) we parameterized d i as a function of per-site abundance:
where r is the probability that an individual is detected in the occupancy samples if present, and is assumed constant among animals and over sites. In addition to modeling heterogeneity in detection probabilities d i , Eq. 2 provides a basis for prediction of abundance on sites on the m À m 1 sites on which intensive sampling does not occur, as detailed below. The second component specifies a general relationship between observed capture histories and per-site abundance N i and probability of capture p i , with p i potentially varying over capture occasions, among animals, or as a function of previous capture (Otis et al. 1978 , Williams et al. 2002 . Initially we specify a simple model for the CMR process, in which p is allowed to vary among sites, but is constant otherwise (p i ¼ p i ); this is equivalent to specification of model M 0 (Otis et al. 1978 ) stratified by sites. We later generalize the modeling of p via a log-linear approach, allowing for time, behavioral, and other forms of heterogeneity (see Appendix).
The full Bayesian model additionally requires a model specifying variation in site-specific abundance fN i g, as well as prior distributions for all parameters. Many possibilities exist for modeling fN i g, potentially involving spatial autocorrelation and the incorporation of covariates. For simplicity, we modeled abundance using a gamma mixture of Poisson distributions:
where
The relationship in Eq. 3 results in [N i ], the marginal distribution of abundance, following a negative binomial distribution, with heterogeneity in local density k i controlled by the parameters a and b. Specification of prior parameter distributions results in a joint model for the parameters and data:
is the joint prior distribution for peranimal detection, capture probabilities, and the Poissongamma parameters. Primary interest is on site-specific abundance, and aggregations of abundance across sites, where
is total abundance at the sites selected for CMR sampling,
is abundance predicted at the m À m 1 non-selected sites, and
is abundance on all m sites. Although we were primarily interested in estimation of abundance, we note that the model in Eq. 4 can incorporate site occupancy as a state variable, by reexpressing the first term of the product as
where Z i ¼ I(N i . 0) specifies whether site i is occupied (1) or not (0). Our model for fN i g can then be used to obtain the probability of occupancy as
The model in Eqs. 3-5 effectively allows simultaneous estimation of abundance on the CMR sites, estimation of occupancy, and prediction of abundance on sites for which CMR samples are not taken but detections are observed, via the relationships in Eqs. 2 and 3. We envisage at least two special cases of the model:
-In this case, the detections y i provide no information on abundance on non-CMR sites, other than obviously y i . 0 implies N i . 0. Modeling of abundance on the CMR sites then depends heavily on the assumed abundance model (Eq. 3). Essentially, abundance on the non-CMR sites is predicted from the observed detections.
Detection only data, heterogeneous detection under
Ni .-Under this case, no direct information on abundance is available from any sites, and inference on abundance follows from Eq. 2 and restrictive (e.g., Poisson) assumptions about the distribution of abundance among site. This leads to the Royle-Nichols model (Royle and Nichols 2003) .
In both special cases, and our more general case, it is assumed that the same process generates abundance on all sites in the study. This has implications for study design, as discussed later.
Case study
We applied our approach to data for two species of vole (Microtus pennsylvaniucs and M. montanus) trapped in Montana, USA (Runge 2005 , Runge et al. 2007 ). As part of this study, four trap grids were randomly established and sampled over five occasions to estimate grid-specific abundance. Each grid consisted of 0.8 ha trapped in each of two habitats. For the purposes of this study, we treat each habitat within each grid as a ''site'' (m ¼ 8 sites). We treated these data as a complete sample, from which subsamples were taken according to our adaptive procedure. First, we randomly selected a single row of 10 traps from each site, and used the 10 traps from the first night of trapping as our occupancy sample ( y i ). On each site for which y i . s, we used the observed five-night capture histories on all rows to estimate abundance, and estimated occupancy and abundance for the entire study area. Because of the relatively small number of sites and potential detections, we consider only two thresholds: s ¼ 0, 1. Analysis of these data using programs MARK (White and Burnham 1999) and CAPTURE (White et al. 1982) for all sites suggested similar capture probabilities among sites, but evidence of behavioral or individual heterogeneity within site. We therefore estimated parameters for models incorporating time, behavioral, individual, spatial, or no heterogeneity in capture probabilities, for a total of eight CMR models (see Appendix).
We implemented this model using program Win-BUGS (Lunn et al. 2000) , a freely available program specialized for fitting hierarchical, Bayesian models such as ours. We used U(0, 1) priors for parameters such as r, p, and d that were on the probability scale, N(0, 0.001) for coefficients of the log-linear CMR models, and Ga(0.001, 0.001) for a and b, the parameters controlling site-to-site variation in density. For each analysis, we ran two independent chains for 100 000 iterations, discarding the first half for burn-in, examining plots of model traces and Gelman-Rubin statistics to confirm convergence (Gelman et al. 2004) . Annotated code and data are provided in Supplement 1.
Simulation study
We used a simulation study to evaluate the frequentist properties of our procedure under a range of known patterns in abundance and detection among sites, and design criteria. First, we specified an m-dimensioned vector N, where m is the total number of sites in the study area, as a negative binomial variate:
where r and p were obtained via moments of the distribution as p ¼x/s 2 , r ¼xp/(1 À p). We selectedx ¼ 100 and s 2 ¼ 100, 1000, and 10 000, providing a range of densities among sites to nearly ''random'' (i.e., Poissondistributed) to very over-dispersed; we would expect the latter in cases where abundance is very patchily distributed among sites. Conditioning on the vector of N, we then generated the observed states of detection and capture as follows.
For each site, we simulated the number of detections y i in k detection samples as a binomial variate:
Ni thus specifying that per-sample detection probability is a function of site abundance, N i . We then simulated capture histories for a t-occasion CMR experiment based on the N i individuals occurring in each site where y i . s. Because our interest centers on the tradeoff between detection and CMR sampling components, and not on CMR modeling per se, we used a simple model to generate capture histories, assuming probability of capture (p) is the same for all individuals and at all times. We considered small to moderately large studies (m ¼ 5, 10, 25, and 50, k ¼ 5 and 10, t ¼ 5 and 10); per-individual detection of r ¼ 0.0005, 0.005; capture probabilities of p ¼ 0.5; and detection thresholds s ¼ À1 (i.e., no threshold, all sites had CMR sampling), 0, 1, and 3. Finally, in addition to the above factors, we considered one set of trials where the sampling fraction at the second (CMR) phase varied from n ¼ 0.25 (one-quarter of sites where y i . s) to 1 (all sites where y i . s samples, as above). Because of the enormous number of combinations of these factors, we fixed most factors equal to values in the above ranges. Exceptions included the factors under investigation (above), and s 2 , which we set at 10 000 because we were most interested in design behavior in patchily distributed populations. We also considered two cases of extremely overdispersed populations having s 2 ¼ 50 000 and 100 000, and explored combinations of design factors s, n, and k for these populations. We avoided certain factor ranges as these led to uninteresting situations, e.g., r . 0.01 results in nearly perfect detection of occupancy, s 2 , 1000 leads to all sites being occupied with few extreme abundance values.
For each simulation we obtained 20 000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samples, discarding the first 10 000 for burn-in; based on preliminary runs this number of MCMC samples was sufficient for convergence, given the simplicity of the model (i.e., no CMR heterogeneity). Data were simulated using Python, formatted for WinBUGS (program available online).
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Implementation of the MCMC process was as above for the Microtus example, except that we had but a single, homogeneous-capture CMR model, with p assumed constant among sites, for which we specified a U(0, 1) prior.
We repeated the simulation-MCMC process 500 times for each combination of s 2 , m, k, t, r, p, s, and n and evaluated bias, precision, and interval coverage for all model parameters. We evaluated relative bias (RBIAS) and mean-square error (MSE) as
where h i is the value of the parameter of interest (N tot 1 , N tot 2 , or N tot ) value at the ith simulation trial andĥ i is the posterior mean from the MCMC samples for that parameter. Finally, we evaluated the performance of the Bayesian credible intervals (BCI) as confidence intervals by computing the proportion of 95% BCIs in ' simulation trials that included h i in the interval.
Annotated Python and WinBugs code for the simulations is provided in Supplement 2.
RESULTS

Data example
Mice were detected on six of eight sites, with detection frequencies ranging from one to six of the k ¼ 10 detection trials per site (Table 1) . On the sites where the detection threshold was achieved, we obtained estimates of p, r, and N tot 1 under models with either homogeneous or site-specific capture probabilities and permitting time, individual, behavioral, or no heterogeneity in capture probabilities. Goodness of fit and model selection criteria strongly favored a model allowing individual heterogeneity in capture probabilities, specific to each site, for either threshold criterion (Table 2) . We used this model to predict abundance on the remaining sites for each of the two detection thresholds (s ¼ 0, 1; Table 3 ). Parameter estimates were similar, with lower precision when fewer CMR sites were included (s ¼ 1).
We note that Runge (2005) conducted more extensive trapping on the last two grids and failed to capture any animals, suggesting that overall abundance was close to the ''naı¨ve'' estimates of N 
Simulation study
We computed bias, MSE, and coverage for all parameters, but present here only the parameters of primary interest, N tot 1 , N tot 2 , and N tot . For most combinations of population characteristics and design criteria, estimates of model parameters had low bias and MSE and interval coverage was close to the nominal 95% (Table 4) . Some loss of accuracy occurred, as expected, with increasing detection threshold s and decreasing sample proportion n, with performance relatively poor for n ¼ 0.25. However, under extreme variability (s 2 ¼ 50 000, 100 000) in abundance, bias and MSE were high Notes: Definitions of variables: y i is the number of traps (out of 10 total) that captured Microtus for the occupancy sample; n i is the total number of trapping occurrences in the five-night capture session; u i is the total number of new captures over the five-night capture session; M i is the number of marked animals available for capture at each occasion, summed over all five occasions; and m i is the total number of recaptures over the five-night capture session.
Excluded when s ¼ 1, where s is the detection threshold (e.g., s ¼ 0 indicates that only one detection would trigger CMR sampling).
à CMR statistics do not exist for these sites because the detection threshold of y . 0 was not achieved.
and coverage low, depending on design. For these conditions, under designs in which no threshold was applied, but a random sample of CMR sites selected, bias and MSE were comparatively low and coverage was near nominal. We discuss implications of these results for future study designs in Discussion.
DISCUSSION
Our example and simulation study suggest that an adaptive design and integrated Bayesian analytical approach can provide efficient abundance estimation for patchily distributed animal populations. The approach appears to work well over a broad range of conditions and design factors. The approach appears particularly well suited to situations where abundance is a state variable of key interest and where conventional approaches to sampling abundance, such as CMR grids, are highly inefficient due to high variation in local densities. By invoking a Bayesian hierarchical approach, we are able to use an adaptive design to provide inference on abundance on all sites, and thus estimates of abundance throughout the study area.
Although we have illustrated our detection-abundance sampling scheme using CMR for the abundance component, the scheme is readily extended to other data structures, such as distance sampling or trapping webs (Buckland et al. 2001 , Williams et al. 2002 . Because the detection and abundance components of our data model In models, 0 denotes homogeneity within site, b denotes behavioral response, h denotes individual heterogeneity, t denotes time variation, s denotes variation among sites, and a ''dot'' (Á) denotes absence of variation among sites in capture probability.
à Ratio of likelihood under given model to that under the model with the highest likelihood (lowest deviance).
§ Detection threshold (e.g., s ¼ 0 indicates that only one detection would trigger CMR sampling). (Eq. 1) are conditionally independent, the second (abundance) component could simply be replaced by the appropriate abundance model, with the estimation of the detection-abundance relationship and prediction of abundance on non-sampled sites. Similarly, another potentially useful generalization is to relax the assumption of closure between the detection sample and the intensive sample. This approach might be needed in large-scale surveys where it is not possible to conduct all sampling over short time intervals where closure can be assumed. Of course, such a generalization would require the estimation of additional parameters (i.e., survival, recruitment, movement) to allow dynamic modeling of abundance, perhaps via a two-phase extension of the robust design for CMR estimation (Pollock 1982, Kendall and Pollock 1992 ). An additional point, raised by reviewer J. D. Nichols, is that certain conditions (e.g., intensive sampling over one day with occupancy sampling over several days) might allow separate estimation of abundance and detection conditional on local availability, and abundance and detection in the ''superpopulation'' (sensu Kendall 1999) potentially available for capture over the duration of the study. We agree that under certain assumptions (e.g., proportionality between local and superpopulation abundance) , total number of occupied sites; N i , abundance on site i, i ¼ 1, . . . m; RBIAS, relative bias; RMSE, relative mean-square error; m 1 , no. CMR sites sampled; m, no. sites in study population; s 2 , population variance of per-site abundance; r, per-animal detection probability; s, detection threshold; n, proportion of sites meeting threshold that are sampled; k, no. detection samples per site; t, no. CMR occasions per sample. this might improve joint estimation, and believe that further work in this area could be fruitful. Our simulation studies indicate relative insensitivity to a wide range of population conditions and design factors, but some patterns emerge that have bearing on study design. In particular, an extremely overdispersed population potentially results in a situation where most detections would occur on the fewer, highdensity sites. In this case, using a threshold detection criterion for CMR or other abundance sampling may lead to poor prediction of abundance on the non-CMR sites. We suggest that in such situations, or when in doubt, it may be preferable not to apply a threshold detection criterion, but rather to randomly select the CMR samples from among all sites (from which detection samples are also taken), in this way ensuring a better representation of inter-site densities in both samples.
Finally, as suggested by the above discussion, proper application of this approach requires at least provisional knowledge of site-specific abundance distributions, detection rates, capture rates, and other factors. Application of this approach would benefit from the acquisition of data on these factors from pilot studies, which can then be used, together with predictive models such as the ones we have describe, to develop optimal sampling schemes.
We envisage that this approach to estimating abundance will have broad applicability across several areas of ecological research, and complements existing approaches (e.g., MacKenzie et al. 2006 , Royle et al. 2007 ). Our two-phase, adaptive approach should allow estimation of rare and patchily distributed species in a more cost-effective manner than conventional designs. Our approach can also aid in investigating more basic approaches to ecology such as abundance-range patterns because it enables statistically rigorous estimation of abundance over large areas. Thus the model proposed will be widely adaptable to many ecological investigations. 
